Maximizing Rewarded
Advertising Revenues
Ad Monetization Strategies and
Best Practices for App Developers

Rewarded advertising is a tried-and-true method for app developers seeking to
build sustainable monetization strategies. With the right approach, it can be both
a revenue-driver and a beneficial product feature that provides value to your users.
Here, we’ll share tactics employed by some of Fyber’s leading developer partners.
These tips can serve as a thought-starter for optimizing your own ad monetization
strategy. We hope you find them insightful, and invite you to get in touch with us
to see what we can do for your app.

Rewarded
ad formats:
Offer Wall and
Rewarded Videos
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Offer Wall
Fyber’s Offer Wall
presents users with
a list of offers to pick
and choose from.

Rewarded Video
Our rewarded video product allows
users to earn virtual currency by
watching videos.
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Generate the
most value
with each ad
you show

To ensure that you show the ads which will generate
the highest yield, it’s key to connect your app to as
much demand as possible and manage it in a way
that can be easily scaled and sustained. Fyber offers
an ad monetization platform which allows just that:
We provide a unified SDK that connects your app

to relevant demand sources through our ad
marketplace and mediation products. Once
integrated, you can use the platform to customize
your ad monetization strategy. We provide you with
the tools and insights to optimize your payout for
every ad you show to your users.

Three integration-based metrics that drive ad revenue
While the amount of money you can make through ads is closely tied to working with the right partner, there are
a number of ways to improve how many users will see and engage with advertising. The following three metrics
are heavily influenced by how rewarded ads are integrated in your app:

Exposure

Frequency

Conversion Rate
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% of users

# of ads

% of offers

who interact with ads in your app. In other
words, how many of your Daily Active
Users request and view at least one ad.

requested per Daily Active User; that is,
how often does an individual user request
to see an ad in one day.

that users actually complete. Meaning,
the users that view a video ad through
to the end.
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Integration Design
Objective
Increase exposure by making
your rewarded ads highly visible
and easy to find.

Utilizing clear messaging and
a prominent placement for all
ad request buttons helps guide
users and spotlight rewarded
ads, without compromising
the app’s look and feel.

Tactics
• Make sure your ad request button stands out. Good visibility is a must for buttons
that direct users to the Offer Wall or Rewarded Videos.
• Include a clear call-to-action providing instructions on how rewards are 		
earned. Users are most likely to request rewarded ads if they understand their 		
personal benefits.

PLAY NOW
WATCH VIDEOS
TO EARN GEMS
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Accessibility
Tactics

Objective
Increase exposure by
streamlining access to your
rewarded ad formats.

• Place the request button on the app’s main screen. Rewarded ad formats primarily
target non-paying users who are unlikely to make in-app purchase, so don’t place
the request button only within your in-app store.
• Minimize the number of steps required to reach an ad. Friction and drop-off rates
will be lower if you provide a direct link to the Offer Wall and Rewarded Videos.
• Avoid confusion by using a fixed placement for your ad request button. If you 		
choose to temporarily restrict access to ads, consider providing a timer that tells
users when the ads will be available again.
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TURNS

8

COMPLETE
OFFERS &
EARN GEMS

+

Incorporate a prominent button
on your app’s main screen that
leads users directly to the
rewarded ads. This helps target
users who do not visit your
in-app store, and makes it easy
for them to earn virtual currency.
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Context
Tactics

Objective
Boost frequency and completion
rates by ensuring that rewards
are available at the right time.

• Offer rewarded ads when users need your virtual currency the most. For example,
post a reminder to access the Offer Wall or Rewarded Videos right after your users
run out of virtual currency. You can also allow them to shorten wait times through
rewarded ads.
• Use additional messaging to grab your users’ attention. Interstitials and in-app 		
messages are great tools to remind users that they can earn rewards by engaging
with ads.
• Employ a design that fits the user experience of your app. Rewarded ads should be
treated as a feature that adds to the user experience, so they shouldn’t feel out of
place. This doesn’t just include the design of the request button – the look and feel
of Fyber’s Offer Wall can be fully-customized through an API integration.

Place pop-ups or interstitials
strategically throughout the app
to remind users that they can
earn virtual currency through
rewarded ads. Inserting these
reminders at key points when
users are likely to need rewards
the most maximizes the chance
for engagement. In addition,
tying rewards to specific items
that can be purchased or
earned in-app further increases
their relevance.
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YOU RAN OUT OF TURNS
TRY AGAIN
WATCH VIDEO FOR
5 MORE TURNS
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Reward and Pricing Structure
Tactics

Objective
Maximize the relevance of
rewarded advertising by offering
a meaningful reward.

• Test and fine-tune the exchange rate of your virtual currency. Try different 		
exchange rates to determine the most optimal ratio between rewards earned
via ads and in-app purchases.
• Set an exchange rate that entices your users to complete offers. The majority of
advertiser revenues per completed offer are below in-app purchase floor prices.
To ensure that users understand the value of completing offers, developers usually
set the exchange rate of earned rewards slightly above their IAP exchange rate.
• Increase your revenues with special promotions. Temporarily boosting the
payouts of rewarded ads can substantially increase completion rates and 		
frequency, and can help reinvigorate your app’s economy. As with any promotion,
strong supporting communication is key.

Experiment with using special
promotions to boost advertising
revenues. For example, for
a limited period of time, allow
users to earn significantly more
currency per offer completed,
providing a strong incentive
to engage with rewarded
advertising. Interstitial ads can
support these promotions and
drive additional users to the
rewarded ads.
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THIS WEDNESDAY ONLY
2x
Get double gems for each offer

VIEW OFFERS
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About Fyber
Fyber is a leading mobile advertising technology company that empowers app developers to execute smart ad monetization strategies across all
connected devices through a unified mobile Supply-Side Platform. Serving approximately 350+ million monthly active users, Fyber works with
thousands of the world’s leading app developers, publishers and advertisers. To get in touch, contact us at developers@fyber.com.

